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Saint Bonaventure taught that we are each “loved by God in a particular and
incomparable manner, as in the case of a bride and groom.” [1] Saints Francis and Clare
of Assisi knew that the love God has for each soul is unique and made to order, which is
why any “saved” person feels beloved, chosen, and even “God’s favorite.” Many people
in  the Bible also knew and experienced this specialness. Divine intimacy is always and
precisely particular and made to order—and thus “intimate.”

The inner knowledge of God’s love is described as joy itself (see John 15:11). This inner
knowing is the Indwelling Presence. Which comes first? Does feeling safe and held by
God allow us to deal with others in the same way? Or does human tenderness allow us
to  imagine that God must be the same, but infinitely so? I do not suppose it really
matters  where we start; the important thing is that we get in on the big secret from one
side or  the other.

Yes, “secret,” or even “hidden secret,” is what writers like the Psalmist (25:14), Paul,
Rumi, Hafiz, Bonaventure, Julian of Norwich, and many mystics called it. And for some
sad reason, it seems to be a well-kept secret. Jesus praises God for “hiding these
things  from the learned and the clever and revealing them only to the little ones”
(Matthew  11:25). Well, what is it that the learned and the clever often cannot see?

The big and hidden secret is this: an infinite God seeks and desires intimacy with the
human soul. Once we experience such intimacy, only the intimate language of lovers
describes the experience for us: mystery, tenderness, singularity, specialness,



changing  the rules “for me,” nakedness, risk, ecstasy, incessant longing, and of course
also,  necessary suffering. This is the mystical vocabulary of the saints. Saint Teresa of
Ávila  (1515–1582) puts it beautifully:
Who could explain the benefit that lies in throwing ourselves into the arms of this Lord
of ours and making an agreement with His Majesty that I look at my Beloved and my
Beloved at me...Let Him kiss me with the kiss of His mouth, for without You, what am I,
Lord? If I am not close to You, what am I worth? If I stray a little from Your Majesty,
where will I end up? Oh, my Lord, my Mercy, and my Good! And what greater good
could I want in this life than to be so close to You, that there be no division between You
and me? With this companionship, what can be difficult? What can one not undertake
for You, being so closely joined? [2]
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